In classical runtime analysis it has been observed that certain working principles of an evolutionary algorithm cannot be understood by only looking at the asymptotic order of the runtime, but that more precise estimates are needed. In this work we demonstrate that the same observation applies to black-box complexity analysis. We prove that the unary unbiased black-box complexity of the classic OneMax function class is n ln(n) − cn ± o(n) for a constant c between 0.2539 and 0.2665. Our analysis yields a simple (1+1)-type algorithm achieving this runtime bound via a fitness-dependent mutation strength. When translated into a fixed-budget perspective, our algorithm with the same budget computes a solution that asymptotically is 13% closer to the optimum (given that the budget is at least 0.2675n).
INTRODUCTION
An important goal of the theory of randomized search heuristics (RSH) is to prove mathematically founded statements about optimal parameter choices in these algorithms. The area of runtime analysis has contributed to this goal with rigorous analyses showing how the runtime of an RSH depends on one or more parameters. Unfortunately, due to the inherent difficulty of obtaining mathematically proven performance guarantees for RSH, the majority of the existing runtime analyses only determine the asymptotic order of magnitude of the runtime (that is, the runtime in big-Oh notation). Naturally, such results usually can only give recommendations on optimal parameters again precise only up Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org.
GECCO '16, July 20 -24, 2016 , Denver, CO, USA to the asymptotic order of magnitude, which for practical uses is often not precise enough. Only recently, made possible by the great advancement of our analytical tools in the last 20 years, a number of results appeared that also make the leading constant precise or even further lower order term. These precise runtime analyses allowed much more precise statements about the ideal parameter choice.
Another recent direction in runtime analysis is a complexity theory called black-box complexity. This aims at following the successful example of classic algorithms theory, where the interplay of algorithm analysis and complexity theory led to great advances. In very simple words, the black-box complexity of an optimization problem is the minimal number of fitness evaluations needed to find an optimal solution for it. This is witnessed by the theoretically best-possible black-box algorithm, which may or may not be an evolutionary algorithm. In the former case, this gives a proof that no better evolutionary algorithm can exist, in the latter, it raises the question if the existing evolutionary algorithms can be improved to get closer to the theoretical optimal one (see [4] for an example where this approach led to the invention of a new evolutionary algorithm).
In this work, we bring precise runtime analysis and blackbox complexity together. By determining the black-box complexity more precisely than up to the asymptotic order, we shall understand more precisely the problem difficulty, but also learn improved ways to solve the problem. Taking the unary unbiased black-box complexity as first object of investigation, we derive a simple (1+1)-type algorithm that, by using a fitness-dependent mutation strength, has a time complexity larger than the theoretical optimum by only an additive εn term (ε a small constant). In the fixed-budget view introduced by Jansen and Zarges [12] , our algorithm beats the best-so-far algorithm by roughly 13%.
Previous Works on Precise Runtime Analyses
As said above, the inherent difficulty of proving runtime guarantees for evolutionary algorithms and other RSH for a long time prohibited runtime results that are more precise than giving the asymptotic order of magnitude. The only works we are aware of that give a precise tight runtime analysis (that is, upper and lower bounds that have at least the same leading constant) for classic evolutionary algorithms are the following.
In [1] , a runtime analysis of the (1+1) evolutionary algorithm (EA) was conducted that was precise up to the leading constant. Interestingly, this analysis showed that the often recommended mutation probability of p = 1/n is not opti-mal, but a runtime smaller by 16% can be obtained from taking p = 1.59/n. Another 12% could be gained by using a fitness-dependent mutation rate. For the OneMax function, it was long known that the (1 + 1) EA with mutation probability 1/n has a runtime of at most (1 + o(1))en ln(n), however, the matching lower bound was only shown in [5, 15] . A very precise analysis specifying all lower order terms larger than Θ(log(n)/n) was given in [11] . In [16] , it was shown that the (1 + 1) EA with mutation probability c/n, c a constant, finds the optimum of any linear pseudo-Boolean function in a precise time of (1 + o (1))(e c /c)n ln(n). This was extended to the (1 + λ) EA in [10] . The tight bound of (1 + o (1))(e c n ln(n)/cλ + n ln ln(λ)/2 ln(λ)) additionally carries the surprising result that the mutation probability is important for small offspring population sizes, but has only a lower-order influence once λ is sufficiently large. The vast majority of these results is made possible by recent advances of the drift analysis method.
Black-box Complexity
As can be seen, all the precise results stated above that involve a parameter like the mutation probability or a population size allow to make precise suggestions for the optimal parameter setting. For this reasons, we try to extend the precise world to black-box complexity, which is the complexity theoretic counterpart of runtime analysis. Whereas runtime analysis tries to determine the performance of a given evolutionary algorithm on a given problem, black-box complexity tries to describe the general difficulty of a problem for black-box optimization methods like evolutionary algorithms.
As mentioned above, the black-box complexity of a problem is the minimum average number of fitness evaluations that a black-box optimization algorithm (that is, an algorithm that has only access to the objective function, but not to an explicit problem description) needs in order to find an optimal solution. This notion was introduced in [9] and has attracted significant attention in the last six years. In particular, black-box complexity insight has been used to design better algorithms [4] , and specific black-box models (allowing only a restricted class of black-box algorithms) have been proposed to understand particular properties of evolutionary algorithms and to better reflect how typical evolutionary algorithms look like.
In this work, we build on the unary unbiased black-box complexity [14] , which is a reasonable model for mutationbased search heuristics. In simple words, a unary unbiased black-box algorithm is allowed (i) to sample random search points and (ii) to generate new search points from applying unbiased mutation operators to previously found search points. Here unbiased means that the operator is invariant under automorphisms of the hypercube, so in particular, it is not allowed to prefer certain bit-positions or bit-values. Furthermore, all selection operations have to be independent of the bit-string representation of the individual. For this work, a precise understanding of the definition of this class of algorithms is not necessary, we shall derive a simplified equivalent description in Section 2. All mutation-based (µ + λ) or (µ, λ) EAs with standard bit mutation or 1-bit flips belong to the class of unbiased black-box algorithms.
Summary of Our Result
With the goal of introducing the precise analysis idea to black-box complexity, we analyze the unary unbiased blackbox complexity of the famous OneMax function class, that is, all functions with fitness landscape isomorphic to the OneMax function Om :
It is known that the unary unbiased black-box complexity of OneMax is of order n log n [14] . The simple randomized local search heuristic is easily seen to have a runtime of (1 + o(1))n ln(n) by a reduction to the coupon collector problem. The precise complexity [3] is n ln(n) + (γ − ln(2)) + o(1) ≈ n ln n − 0.1159n, where γ = 0.5772 . . . is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. The best known unary unbiased algorithm has a runtime beating the previous one by an additive Θ( √ n log n) term [2] . In this work we show very precise bounds for the unary unbiased black-box complexity of OneMax. We show that it is n ln(n) − cn ± o(n) for a constant c for which we show 0.2539 < c < 0.2665. We also show how to numerically compute this constant with arbitrary precision. Equally important, our analysis reveals (and needs) a number of interesting structural results. In particular, we observe the following, which we will discuss in more detail below.
1. Drift-maximization is near-optimal: A unary unbiased algorithm that in each iteration aims at the strongest expected progress (measured in terms of the distance of the best-so-far solution to the optimum) has a runtime that exceeds the unary unbiased black-box complexity by at most εn for an arbitrarily small ε > 0.
2. This drift is maximized by taking the best-so-far solution and mutating it by flipping a fixed number of bits. This number depends solely on the fitness of the current-best solution. It is always an odd number and this number decreases with increasing fitness.
3. In the language of fixed-budget computation as introduced by Jansen and Zarges [12] , the drift-maximizing algorithm with a budget of at least 0.2675n iterations computes a solution with expected fitness distance to the optimum roughly 13% smaller than the output of the previously best known algorithm.
Maximizing Drift is Near-Optimal
When using iterative randomized search heuristics, it seems natural to aim at maximizing the expected fitness gain in each iteration. For mutation-based algorithms creating one offspring per iteration, it also seems natural to select the best-so-far solution as parent individual for variation. Of course, it is known that both ideas are not true for any optimization problems, but, surprisingly, they are not even obviously true for the OneMax problem.
In fact, we do not show that the first idea is optimal, but only that pursuing it cannot make us lose more than εn 1 To be more explicit, we remind the reader that the functions having a fitness landscape isomorphic to Om are exactly those that can be described as fz : {0, 1} n → {0, 1, ..., n}, x → |{i ∈ [n]|xi = zi}| for some z ∈ {0, 1} n . That is, OneMax is the collection of all functions {fz|z ∈ {0, 1} n } and in order to optimize a OneMax instance fz a black-box algorithm has to identify the bit string z. Since we are dealing in this work with unbiased algorithms (which perform identically on all functions fz, regardless of the structure of z), it suffices to regard the expected runtime of an algorithm on the traditional OneMax function Om = f (1,...,1) . This is why throughout this work we can safely assume to be dealing with this latter function.
iterations compared to an optimal algorithm. We then show that the second idea, that is, taking the best-so-far solution as parent individual is indeed the only way to maximize the expected progress.
To make these statements precise, we first observe that in the black-box sense a search point of fitness k < n is as good as a search point of fitness n − k, since we may just invert the search point before applying the next mutation operation. Hence the natural measure is the symmetricized fitness distance d(x) := min{Om(x), n − Om(x)}. Clearly, once our black-box algorithm has found a search point with d(x) = 0, this is either the optimal search point or its inverse, so exploiting this we are at most one iteration away from the optimum. Consequently, the time taken to find a search point with distance d(x) = 0 is essentially the time to find the optimum.
Ignoring this one extra iteration, the drift-maximizing strategy would be to define dt as the smallest d-value among all search points seen up to iteration t and in the (t + 1)-th iteration try to generate a search point that minimizes the expected value of dt+1. While it seems natural that, at least for a well-behaved function like OneMax, this should lead to the fastest algorithm, we cannot prove such a statement. What we can prove however, is that this drift-maximizing strategy gives a unary unbiased black-box algorithm whose expected runtime exceeds the black-box complexity by at most εn, for an arbitrarily small constant ε. Consequently, we can give good bounds for the black-box complexity by analyzing this drift-maximizing algorithm. The key to the proof of this statement is observing that both the theoretically optimal black-box algorithm and the drift-maximizer flip at most ln 2 (n) bits once they have reached a search point with d-value below (1/2 − ε)n. This (with some more work) allows to use the variable drift theorems from [6, 13] to compute an upper and a lower bound for our algorithm that are very close. A second ingredient with interest in its own right is the observation that the drift-maximizing algorithm can always take the best-so-far solution as parent for variation.
From Drift-Maximization to FitnessDependent Mutation Strength
By the main result of the previous subsection, we can determine the black-box complexity (apart from an εn error term) and find a near-optimal (1 + 1)-type algorithm by determining the drift-maximizing algorithm, more precisely, by determining which unbiased mutation operator to apply to the best-so-far search point. Our analysis shows that it always suffices to take the best-so-far (in terms of d) search point x and to flip in it a fixed number of bits ("mutation strength"). This number depends only on the fitness Om(x). If d(x) ≤ (1/2−ε)n, this number is always odd and bounded from above by a constant (depending on ε). If we allow an o(n) inaccuracy in the runtime, then this fitness-dependent mutation strength can be solely determined by the relative distance d(x)/n. In other words, we can devise a function r : [0, 1/2 − ε] → {1, 3, . . . , rmax(ε)} such that r(d(x)/n) is an optimal mutation strength. This function r is increasing. Note that since r is bounded by a constant, we never create from a solution x with Om(x) ≥ (1/2 + ε)n a solution y with fitness Om(y) ≤ n/2. Consequently, this drift-maximizing algorithm with respect to the d-drift is also a drift-maximizer with respect to the fitness (once a search point with fitness at least (1/2 + ε)n is found). We determine the runtime of this algorithm using the variable drift theorem together with a numerical approximation of the resulting expressions (in particular, we evaluate numerically the integral in the variable drift theorems).
Fixed-Budget Result
Computing the runtime of our drift-maximizing algorithm, we observe that the fitness-dependent mutation strength gives a smallish-looking improvement of roughly 0.14n (in the Θ(n log n) runtime). However, if we view our result in the fixed-budget setting [12] , then (after using the Azuma inequality in the martingale version to show sufficient concentration) we see that if we take the expected solution quality after a fixed number (budget) of iterations as performance measure, then our algorithm gives a roughly 13% smaller fitness distance to the optimum compared to the previous-best algorithm (provided that the budget is at least 0.2675n).
THE UNARY UNBIASED BLACK-BOX SETTING
We start off by briefly describing the setting regarded in this work. Our goal is to determine a precise bound for the unary unbiased black-box complexity of OneMax, the problem of maximizing the function assigning to each bit string the number of ones in it. That is, we aim at identifying a best-possible mutation-based algorithm for this problem. The unary unbiased black-box complexity of OneMax is the smallest expected number of function evaluations that any algorithm following the structure of Algorithm 1 exhibits on this problem. In line 9 of Algorithm 1 a unary unbiased variation operator is asked for. In this context, a unary operator is an algorithm that is build on a family (p(· | x)) x∈{0,1} n of probability distributions over {0, 1}
n . Given some input x it outputs a new string that it samples from the distribution p(· | x). A unary operator is unbiased if all members of its underlying family of probability distributions are symmetric with respect to the bit positions [n] := {1, . . . , n} and the bit values 0 and 1 (cf. [14] ).
The following characterization of unary unbiased variation operators states that each such mutation operator is uniquely defined via a family of probability distributions rp over the set [n] describing how many bits (chosen uniformly at random without replacement) are flipped. Finding a best possible mutation-based algorithm is thus identical to identifying an optimal strategy to select these distributions rp. This characterization has been proven in a more general form in [8] .
Lemma 1. For every unary unbiased variation operator p there exists a family of probability distributions (rp,x) x∈{0,1} n on [n] such that for all x, y ∈ {0, 1} n the probability that p samples y from x equals the probability that the routine first sampling a random number r from rp,x and then flipping r bits in x creates y. On the other hand, each family of distributions on [n] induces a unary unbiased variation operator.
We shall see that in order to minimize the expected runtime of a unary unbiased algorithm, it suffices to regard deterministic distributions rp. In fact, we will see that these distributions depend solely on the current-best (or the current-worst) individual and only on its fitness but not on
3 Choose x(t) uniformly at random from S = {0, 1} n ;
4 Optimization:
Compute Om(x(t − 1));
7
Choose probability distribution ps on {0, · · · , t − 1};
8
Randomly choose an index i according to ps;
9
Choose a unary unbiased operator (p(·|x)) x∈{0,1} n ;
10 Generate x(t) according to p(·|x(i));
11
until termination condition met;
Algorithm 2: Structure of our algorithm
1 Choose x uniformly at random from S = {0, 1} n ;
Sample y from x by flipping some R(Om(x)) bits in x;
its structure. Our algorithm will thus follow the scheme of Algorithm 2. Note that for the constant mutation strength R(i) = 1, i = 0, 1, . . . , n, Algorithm 2 is the well-known Randomized Local Search (RLS) algorithm.
To lighten the notation, we denote by d(x) := min{n − Om(x), Om(x)} the minimal distance of x to the optimal solution (1, . . . , 1) and to the worst solution (0, . . . , 0). It will often be more convenient to regard the maximization of the OneMax function Om as the problem of minimizing the distance function d. The unary unbiased black-box complexities of maximizing OneMax is at least as large as that of minimizing d (since we can simulate the optimization of d when OneMax values are available) and it is larger by at most one since once we have found a string x of distance value d(x) = 0, then either x or its bitwise complementx has maximal OneMax value. By the same reasoning, assuming that we start from a point x (0) of distance d(x (0) ) < (1/2 − ε)n for some positive constant 0 < ε < 1/2, then without loss of generality we will assume that d(x (0) ) = n − Om(x (0) ). If we keep flipping no more than εn bits, then the algorithm always goes in the same direction to find the optimal solution. That is, by flipping no more than εn bits, for all t we can assume that d(x (t) ) = n − Om(x (t) ). We briefly note that we will argue in Section 3 that the assumption to start in a search point of distance at most d(x (0) ) < (1/2 − ε)n only results in an error of at most Θ(εn) iterations.
To further lighten the notation, for (
being the first t + 1 points of the search history of one run of our algorithm, by Xt := min{d(x (i) )|i ∈ [0..t]} we denote the distance of a best-so-far solution to the optimum. Note that for all t ≥ 0 it holds that Xt ≥ Xt+1, i.e., the sequence (Xt) t≥0 is monotonically decreasing in t.
MAXIMIZING DRIFT IS NEAR-OPTIMAL
The goal of this section is to prove that we can approximate the unary unbiased black-box complexity of OneMax by computing the expected runtime of the algorithm A * that maximizes in each iteration the expected progress (drift) E[Xt − Xt+1|X1, . . . , Xt]. More precisely, we show that this algorithm is worse than an optimal unbiased one by at most an arbitrarily small additive linear term. As mentioned in the introduction we will then see in Section 4 that the drift is maximized if we flip at each state a deterministic number of bits in a best-so-far solution.
We start our investigations by observing that the expected distance decrease is maximized for mutating a best-so-far solution. Indeed, regardless of how many bits we flip, it is always better to mutate a current-best search point.
Lemma 2. Let x, y ∈ {0, 1} n with d(x) > d(y). Let τ be the unary unbiased variation operator which selects r positions in [n] uniformly at random and flips the entries in these positions. Let x , y represent the offspring of x and y after applying the operator τ . Then we have
Note that by Lemma 1, the above statement extends to arbitrary unbiased operators. Note also that it also holds when x and y are mutated each with a mutation operator τx minimizing E[min{d(x), d(x )}] and τy minimizing E[min{d(y), d(y )}], respectively, since
We continue our discussion by observing that we can assume that there is a positive constant 0 < ε < 1/6 such that X0 ≤ (1/2 − ε)n. Indeed, if this is not satisfied, i.e., if the initial distance is between (1/2 − ε)n and n/2, then the algorithm flipping one bit at a time needs less than 3εn iterations (with probability 1 − exp(−Ω(n)), as can easily be seen by a Chernoff bound) to reach a state Xt satisfying Xt ≤ (1/2 − ε)n. That is, even if an optimal unbiased algorithm needs only one iteration to reach such a state, the contribution to the difference in expected runtime is at most 3εn. We will see later that we can do better than flipping one bit at a time, but this is good enough for the purposes of this section. Now assuming that X0 ≤ (1/2 − ε)n one can show that it suffices to regard only such algorithms that flip a maximal number of rmax < ln 2 n bits at a time (its runtime is shown to be of order strictly larger than n log n otherwise). Furthermore, it can be shown that once the distance Xt is less than 2 √ n/ ln n =: 2d1, flipping more than one bit cannot be optimal (again we do so by showing that the expected runtime would exceed n log n otherwise). We then compare for both the drift maximizing algorithm A * and an arbitrary other unary unbiased algorithm A that flips at most ln 2 n bits in one iteration the expected time needed to reach a state with Xt ≤ d1. Denoting this time by T A * ,d 1 and T A,d 1 , respectively, one can apply variable drift theorems from [13] and [6] to show that
where h * (Xt) denotes the maximal expected progress that can be obtained at state Xt and, by abuse of notation, h * is the extension of this function to a continuous and monotonically increasing function on R, the details of which will be presented in Section 4.
Putting everything together, we see that the expected runtime of algorithm A * is at most an additive term of 3εn+o(n) worse than that of any other unary unbiased black-box algorithm.
FITNESS-DEPENDENT MUTATION STRENGTH
In the previous section we have seen that regarding an algorithm maximizing the point-wise drift in distance cannot be worse than an optimal unary unbiased black-box algorithm for OneMax by more than an arbitrarily small additive Θ(n) term. We therefore aim at identifying the function Ropt maximizing this point-wise drift. To this end, we first observe that we can approximate the point-wise drift, a term that is rather difficult to analyze directly, by some smoothed term that is much easier to work with. Once this is done we show a few properties of the function Ropt that will be useful in subsequent computations. The function Ropt will be approximated numerically in Section 5.2.
Approximating the Point-Wise Drift
Let x be a binary string of length n with OneMax value n − m (i.e., x has distance m to the optimum). By the symmetry of the OneMax function, the expected progress of flipping r bits in x does not depend on the structure of x but only on its fitness. We can there 
When n and m are large compared to r, the expected progress is almost determined by m/n. We now introduce an approximation of B(n, m, r) that is more handy to work with. 
The following theorem shows that for p = m/n and q = 1 − p the value A(r, p, q) is a reasonable approximation of the expected progress B(n, m, r). 
We remind the reader that the goal of this section is the computation of a function that tells us how many bits one should flip in order to maximize the point-wise drift. Given the theorem above, it is tempting to assume that the map p → arg maxr∈N + A(r, p, 1 − p) should do. In the remainder of this section we show that this yields indeed a good approximation of the best possible expected progress. Since in principle there could be more than one r maximizing A(r, p, 1−p) for a given relative distance p ∈ (0, 1/2] and since we do not want to deal with too large mutation strengths in the regime where all we aim at is to reach a search point of distance at least (1/2 − ε)n, we set
That Ropt is well-defined can be seen as follows. For 0 < p < 1/3 it is not difficult to see that Ropt(p) = 1.
2 For 1/3 < p < 1/2 − ε, let r be a positive integer satisfying
showing that r = Θ(1). For notational convenience let us abbreviate
and
the value of the best possible approximate and exact drift, respectively. For any fixed r both the functions A(r, p, 1 − p) and B(n, pn , r) monotonically increase with p. Therefore, both Amax(p) and Bmax(p, n) are monotonically increasing in p. For all fixed r > 0 and for 0 < p < 1/2 − ε, according to Theorem 4, we have
We now use the fact that
and hence
as well as
thus showing that the optimal exact drift and the optimal approximated drift are asymptotically the same. This allows us to work with the latter function Amax in the subsequent steps.
We also observe that, starting at a search point of distance greater than (1/2 − ε)n, when we flip the constant number of Ropt(1/2 − ε) bits, then it takes at most εn/Amax(1/2 − ε) iterations in expectation to create a search point of distance at most (1/2 − ε)n.
Observe that h * (i) = Amax(i/n) for h * being the function regarded in Section 3. This shows that Amax is a continuous and monotone extension of h * to a function with domain R.
Properties of Ropt
One surprising property of the function Ropt is that it only attains odd values. That is, regardless of how far we are from the optimum (provided a distance less than (1/2 − ε)n), the maximal drift is obtained for an odd number of bit flips. This is formalized by Theorem 8 whose proof is purely combinatorial.
Lemma 5 (Flipping Even Numbers is Sub-Optimal).
For all k ∈ N with 0 < p, q < 1 and p + q = 1, it holds that
.
A similar statement also holds for the exact drift-maximizing function showing that Lemma 5 is not an artifact of the approximation of the drift by function A.
, and 0 < 2k + 1 ≤ n, it holds that B(n, m, 2k) < B(n, m, 2k + 1). Moreover,
holds.
It seems intuitive that the optimal number of bit flips should decrease with decreasing distance to the optimum. Indeed, it is not difficult to show that for search points of distance at most n/3 the maximal progress is obtained for 1-bit flips. However, proving the desired monotonic relationship requires again substantial technical work. We obtain the result by first proving that for all integers k1 < k2 the functions A(2k1 + 1, p, q) and A(2k2 + 1, p, q) intersect only once.
Lemma 7 (and Definition of Cut-Off Points).
For any fixed 0 ≤ k1 < k2, p + q = 1 and 0 < p ≤ 1 2 , A(2k1 + 1, p, q) intersect with A(2k2 + 1, p, q) only once.
Assume they intersect at (p0, q0), then A(2k1 + 1, p, q) > A(2k2 + 1, p, q) if and only if 0 < p < p0. We call (p0, q0) the cut-off point of A(2k1 + 1, p, q) and A(2k2 + 1, p, q).
From this lemma we derive the following result which summarizes the properties needed in the subsequent sections to evaluate the unary unbiased black-box complexity of OneMax.
Theorem 8. Ropt(p) monotonically increases in p and Ropt(p) is odd for all p < 1/2.
The graph in Figure 1 illustrates the functions A(k, p, 1 − p) for k = 1, 3, 5, 7 (in the leftmost part of the figure the uppermost line plots A(1, p, 1 − p), the second one A(3, p, 1 − p), the third A(5, p, 1 − p) and the lowermost line displays A(7, p, 1 − p). The precise cut-off points are computed numerically in Section 5.2. 
RUNTIME ANALYSIS FOR THE DRIFT-MAXIMIZER
We compute in this section the expected time needed by Algorithm 2 with R(Om(x)) := Ropt((n − Om(x))/n) to optimize OneMax. Just like in Section 3 we denote this algorithm by A * . As mentioned above it is not difficult to see that for 0 < p ≤ 1/3 the optimal number of bit flips Ropt(p) equals one. In that regime RLS is hence optimal and we know that the expected time needed by RLS starting in a search point of OneMax value 2n/3 to reach the all-ones string is n n/3 i=1 1/i = nH n/3 . It therefore remains to compute the time needed to reach that fitness level. Formally, we also need to show that the first search point of fitness at least 2n/3 does not have a fitness much larger than this, but since we flip a constant number of bits only, we get this for free. Note also that it is shown below that in the interval before reaching this fitness level the algorithm flips only 3 bits. 3 
Drift Analysis
As we did in Section 3 we employ the variable drift theorems of Johannsen [13] and Doerr, Fouz, and Witt [6] to compute upper and lower bounds for the expected runtimes of our algorithm, respectively.
We first compute a lower bound for our algorithm. Possibly ignoring the first few iterations we can assume to start in a search point of distance p0n for some constant 1/3 < p0 < 1/2. As discussed above this decreases our bound for the expected runtime by an additive term of at most (1/2 − p0)n/Amax(p0). We obtain that
= nH n/3 + p 0 1/3 n Amax(p) dp ± o(n).
The integral in this expression can be approximated by a Riemann sum. To this end, let k ∈ N and let 1/2 > p0 > p1 > . . .
and we obtain n ln
as an upper bound for our algorithm.
Numerical Evaluation of the Expected Runtime
In this section we evaluate numerically the expressions (11) and (12) to compute an estimate for the expected runtime of our algorithm on OneMax as well as the unary unbiased black-box complexity. The precision of the constant c in the following theorem can be increased further by a more careful evaluation of (11) and (12) or (13) and (14).
Theorem 9. The expected runtime of our algorithm on OneMax and the unary unbiased black-box complexity of OneMax both are n ln(n)−cn±o(n) for a constant c between 0.2539 and 0.2665.
We can rewrite the expression in Theorem 9 to n (ln (n/3) + γ + c ) + o(n) for a constant c between 0.2549 and 0.2675 to ease a comparison with the expected runtime of the previously best known unary unbiased algorithm, which is the one presented in [2] . That algorithm has an expected runtime equaling that of RLS up to an additive term of order o(n). It is hence n(ln(n/2) + γ) ± o(n). Our algorithm is thus by an additive (ln(3) − ln(2) − c )n ± o(n) term faster on average than RLS or the algorithm from [2] . That is, it saves between 0.138n ± o(n) and 0.151n ± o(n) iterations on average.
We compute the runtime bound for our algorithm by partitioning the interval (0, 1 2 ) into intervals (L2i+1, R2i+1], i = 0, 1, . . ., such that for each i the number of bits that need to be flipped in order to maximize the expected fitness increase is 2i + 1 for interval (L2i+1, R2i+1]. Table 1 displays the first few intervals along with the corresponding drift values at the borders of the interval. We observe that the further we are away from the optimum (this corresponds to larger r by Theorem 8), the smaller the size of the interval.
To obtain an accurate upper bound for the expected runtime of our algorithm we compute numerically the integral in (10) for p ∈ [L3, R9] while for p ∈ (R9, 1 2 ] we regard the Riemann sum using the partition induced by the points R9 = L11 < R11 = L13 < . . . < R2M+1 < 1 2 . That is, formally we evaluate numerically the following expression which we obtain from (10) and (12) .
1/3 dp Amax(p)
In the numerical evaluation yielding the results presented in Theorem 9 we are even coarser than this by approximating the sum in (13) by
. The lower bound is computed similarly, using Amax(R2i+1) instead of Amax(L2i+1) for estimating the drift in the intervals (L2i+1, R2i+1], i ≥ 5. More precisely, we evaluate the expression
As before we approximate the sum in 14 by
to get the lower bound presented in Theorem 9.
FIXED-BUDGET ANALYSIS
In this section, we compare the expected results of algorithm A * and RLS after a fixed number B of iterations. This so-called fixed-budget view was introduced by Jansen and Zarges [12] to reflect the fact that the most common use of search heuristics is not to compute an optimal solution, but only a solution of reasonable quality. Our main result is that the small advantage of our algorithm in terms of the expected runtime, i.e., the average time needed to find an optimal solution, translates into a constant-factor advantage (around 13%) in terms of the expected fitness distance to the optimum after a fixed number of iterations.
The main challenge is proving the innocent statement that the time taken by our algorithm to find a solution x of distance d(x) ≤ n/3 is strongly concentrated. This difficulty seems to occur often in fixed-budget analyses, see e.g. [7] . We prove the desired concentration via the following wellknown martingale version of Azuma's inequality. .
Consider a run of algorithm A * . Let T 1/3 be the first time at which the distance to the optimum is at most n/3, i.e., T 1/3 is the smallest t for which Xt ≤ n/3. Let N := rmaxn and define the function f by setting f (X0, X1, · · · , XN ) := min{i | Xi ≤ n/3} if there exists an i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N } with Xi ≤ n/3 and by setting f (X0, X1, · · · , XN ) := N otherwise. We first argue that with probability 1 − exp(−Ω(n)), we have f = T 1/3 . To have T 1/3 > f , that is, XN > n/3, we would need that in N iterations our algorithm does not make (n/2) − (n/3) = n/6 improving iterations. While Xt ≥ n/3, the probability for an improvement is at least the expected progress (which is at least 1/3) divided by rmax. Hence the probability for XN > n/3 is bounded from above by the probability that a sum of N independent binary random variables with success probability at least 1/(3rmax) is less than n/6 despite its expectation being n/3. By a simple Chernoff bound, this probability is at most exp(−Ω(n)). Table 1 : The optimal number of bit flips in interval (Lrn, Rrn] is r.
As discussed in Section 4.1, according to the definition of Ropt, the maximal number of bit flips rmax satisfies rmax = Θ(1). Each iteration changes Xt by at most rmax. On the other hand, each iteration has an expected change of Xt by at least 1/3. Consequently, the additive drift theorem gives that the expected influence of one iteration on the remaining optimization time is at most 3rmax. Consequently, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N , we have , that is, with the same budget, Algorithm A * is roughly 13% closer to the optimum than RLS.
